INTERACT, CONNECT, AND GATHER WITH STRASSA TABLES
STRASSA™ TABLES ACORN AND DESIGNER WHITE LAMINATES
JEWEL™ BARSTOOLS WHITE
JEWEL™ STACKING CHAIRS GREY
WHIMSY® IMPROMPTU SEATING STINSON Duet SALT AND PEPPER, MAHARAM TONICA 111,
AND MAHARAM DIVA WHITE 83
Strassa tables combine classic structure with today’s need to collaborate. Whether you are gathering as a group or need some space to spread out, it will smoothly accommodate your needs. Worksurf, counter, and bar heights in multiple sizes, allow flexibility so that Strassa can be used throughout entire environments.

Available with a variety of power and data grommets to accommodate technological needs, Strassa offers quick and easy access to charge up and connect. Daisy chain and power distribution capabilities provide electrical support to multiple stations, making Strassa even more versatile. Cord management is integrated into the modesty panels or the end panels to ensure Strassa’s clean lines and crisp aesthetic.
STRASSA’S SLEEK DESIGN AND RECTILINEAR LINES MAKE THIS COLLABORATIVE TABLE IN STYLE, ANYWHERE.

From education spaces and design studios to corporate areas and café spots, Strassa is versatile yet refined. Strassa provides a beautiful space to collaborate, gather, dine, and spread out. Accommodate small meetings and one-on-one interactions to large gatherings and collaboration sessions with Strassa.